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Abstract

Cluster-based and iSCSI-based storage systems rely on standard TCP/IP-over-Ethernet for client access to data. Unfortunately, when data is striped over multiple networked storage nodes, a client can experience a TCP throughput collapse that results in much lower read bandwidth than should be provided by the available network links. Conceptually, this problem arises because the client simultaneously reads fragments of a data block from multiple sources that together send enough data to overload the switch buffers on the client’s link. This paper analyzes this Incast problem, explores its sensitivity to various system parameters, and examines the effectiveness of alternative TCP- and Ethernet-level strategies in mitigating the TCP throughput collapse.
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1 Introduction

Cluster-based storage systems are becoming an increasingly important target for both research and industry [3, 30, 15, 24, 14, 10]. These storage systems consist of a networked set of smaller storage servers, with data spread across these servers to increase performance and reliability. Building these systems using commodity TCP/IP and Ethernet networks is attractive because of their low cost and ease-of-use, and because of the desire to share the bandwidth of a storage cluster over multiple compute clusters, visualization systems, and personal machines. Non-IP storage networking lacks some of the mature capabilities and breadth of services available in IP networks. However, building storage systems on TCP/IP and Ethernet poses several challenges. In this paper, we analyze one important barrier to high-performance storage over TCP/IP: the Incast problem [24].

TCP Incast is a catastrophic throughput collapse that occurs as the number of storage servers sending data to a client increases past the ability of an Ethernet switch to buffer packets. As we explore further in Section 2, the problem arises from a subtle interaction between relatively small Ethernet switch buffer sizes, the communication patterns common in cluster-based storage systems, and TCP’s loss recovery mechanisms. Briefly put, data striping couples the behavior of multiple storage servers, so the system is limited by the request completion time of the slowest storage node [9]. Small Ethernet buffers get exhausted by a concurrent flood of traffic from many servers, which results in packet loss and one or more TCP timeouts. These timeouts impose a delay of hundreds of milliseconds—orders of magnitude greater than typical data fetch times—significantly degrading overall throughput.

This paper provides three contributions. First, we explore in detail the root causes of the Incast problem, characterizing its behavior under a variety of conditions (buffer space, varying numbers of servers, etc.). We find that Incast is a general barrier to increasing the number of source nodes in a cluster-based storage system. While increasing the amount of buffer space available can delay the onset of Incast, any particular switch configuration will have some maximum number of servers that can send simultaneously before throughput collapse occurs.

Second, we examine the effectiveness of existing TCP variants (e.g., Reno [5], NewReno [13], SACK [22], and limited transmit [4]) designed to improve the robustness of TCP’s loss recovery. While we do find that the move from Reno to NewReno substantially improves performance, none of the additional improvements help. As we show in Section 5, this is because in the remaining cases, TCP loses all packets in its window or loses retransmissions; as a result, no clever loss recovery algorithms can help.

Finally, we examine a set of techniques that are moderately effective in masking the Incast problem, such as drastically reducing TCP’s retransmission timeout timer (Section 5.2). With some of these solutions, building a high-performance cluster filesystem atop TCP/IP and Ethernet can be practical. Unfortunately, while these techniques can be effective, none of them is without drawbacks. Our final conclusion is that no existing solutions are entirely sufficient, and further research is clearly indicated to devise a principled solution for the Incast problem.

2 Background

In cluster-based storage systems, data is stored across many storage servers to improve both reliability and performance. Typically, their networks have high bandwidth (1-10 Gbps) and low latency (round-trip-times of 10s to 100s of µseconds) with clients separated from storage servers by one or more switches.

In this environment, data blocks are striped over a number of servers, such that each server stores a fragment of a data block, denoted as a Server Request Unit (SRU), as shown in Figure 1. A client requesting a data block sends request packets to all of the storage servers containing data for that particular block; the client requests the next block only after it has received all the data for the current block. We refer to such reads as synchronized reads.

This simple environment abstracts away many details of real storage systems, such as multiple stripes per data block, multiple outstanding block requests from a client, and multiple clients on a single switch making requests across a shared subset of servers. However, this is the most basic representative setting.
in which Incast can occur and simplifies our analysis.

The need for a high performance environment that supports parallel operations such as synchronized reads is particularly important because of such recent projects as pNFS. pNFS is a component of NFSv4.1 that supports parallel data transfer [31, 26, 18]. Many pNFS deployments stripe data across NFS file servers in an environment similar to ours.

Most networks are provisioned such that the client’s bandwidth to the switch should be the throughput bottleneck of any parallel data transfer [16, 21]. Unfortunately, when performing synchronized reads for data blocks across an increasing number of servers, a client may observe a TCP throughput drop of one or two orders of magnitude below its link capacity. Figure 2 illustrates this performance drop in a cluster-based storage network environment when a client requests data from just seven servers.

Early parallel network storage projects, such as the NASD project [15], observed TCP throughput collapse in cluster-based storage systems during synchronous data transfers. This was documented as part of a larger paper by Nagle et al. [24], who termed the problem Incast and attributed it to multiple senders overwhelming a fixed-size switch buffer. However, while Nagle demonstrated the problem and suggested that an alternative TCP implementation shows a modest improvement, a full analysis and measurement of the problem and possible solutions was not performed.

To our knowledge, Incast has never been thoroughly studied. Current systems attempt to avoid TCP throughput collapse by limiting the number of servers involved in any one block transfer, or by artificially limiting the rate at which they transfer data. These solutions, however, are typically specific to one configuration (e.g. number of servers, data block sizes, line capacities, etc.), and thus are not robust to changes in the storage network environment.

3 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the simulation and real system environments where we measure the effects of Incast and the corresponding workloads that we use in both settings.

3.1 Simulation Environment

All of our simulations use ns-2 [2], an event-based network simulator that models networked applications at the packet granularity. Our default simulation configuration consists of a client and multiple servers all connected to the same switch as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 shows the parameters, and their corresponding default values, that we vary in simulation. We choose a 256KB default SRU size to model a production storage system [1]. From our simulations, we obtain global and per-flow TCP statistics such as retransmission events, timeout events, TCP window
sizes, and other TCP parameters to aid in our analysis of Incast.

Our test application performs synchronized reads over TCP in ns-2 to model a typical striped file system data transfer operation. The client requests a data block from \( n \) servers by sending a request packet to each server for one SRU worth of data. When a client receives the entire data block of \( n \cdot \text{SRU} \) total bytes, it immediately sends request packets for the next block. Each measurement runs for 20 seconds of simulated time, providing enough data transfer to accurately calculate throughput.

### 3.2 Cluster-based Storage Environment Details

Our experiments use a networked group of storage servers as configured in production storage systems. Our application performs the same synchronized reads protocol as in simulation and measures the achieved throughput. All systems have 1 Gbps links and a client-to-server Round Trip Time (RTT) of approximately 100 \( \mu \)s. We evaluated three different storage clusters:

- **Procurve**: An HP Procurve 2848 switch connects a client to up to 64 servers, running Linux 2.6.18 SMP, through one or more HP Procurve 2848 ethernet switches configured in a tree hierarchy.\(^1\)
- **S50**: A Force10 S50 switch connects 48 Redhat4 Linux 2.6.9-22 machines (1 client, 47 servers) on one switch.
- **E1200**: A Force10 E1200 switch with 672 ports with at least 1MB output buffer per port. This switch connects a client to 87 servers all running Redhat4 Linux 2.6.9-22 (1 client, 87 servers).

For our workload and analysis, we keep the SRU size fixed while we scale the number of servers, implicitly increasing the data block size with the number of servers.\(^2\)

### 4 Reproducing Incast

In this section, we first demonstrate Incast occurring in several real-world cluster-based storage environments. Using simulation, we then show that Incast is a generic problem and identify the causes of Incast. We find that simulation results validate the results obtained from our experimental setup. Finally, we show that attempts to mitigate Incast by varying parameters such as switch buffer size and SRU size are incomplete solutions that either scale poorly or introduce system inefficiencies when interacting with a filesystem.

#### 4.1 Incast in real systems

To ensure that the throughput collapse shown in Figure 2 is not an isolated instance, we study Incast on the three storage clusters described in Section 3.2. Figure 3 indicates that both the Procurve and S50 environments experience up to an order of magnitude drop in goodput (throughput as observed by the application). The E1200, however, exhibited no drop at least up to the 87 servers available, which we attribute to the large amount of buffer space available on the switch.

In our analysis, we use estimates of the output buffer sizes gathered from network administrators and switch specifications. Unfortunately, we are unable to determine the exact per-port buffer sizes on

---

\(^1\)Although this topology does not exactly match our simulation topology, we find that multiple switches do not prevent Incast.

\(^2\)Some storage systems might instead scale by keeping the block sized fixed and increasing the number of servers used to stripe data over, thus decreasing the effective SRU size when spreading a block over more servers. We explore independently the effects of changing the SRU size and increasing the number of servers in Sections 4 and 5, so the effects of Incast can also be predicted under this alternative scaling model.
Figure 3: *Incast* observed on different switch configurations. *Procurve 2848* (a) depicts TCP throughput collapse at seven or more servers with or without QoS support enabled. *Force10 S50* (b) with QoS support disabled significantly delays the onset of *Incast*.

these switches. First, most switches dynamically allocate from a shared memory pool for each link’s output buffer. Second, it is unclear how much memory is allocated to QoS queues when enabled. However, our estimates are corroborated by simulation results.

Many switches provide QoS support to enable prioritization of different kinds of traffic. A common implementation technique for providing QoS is to partition the output queue for each class of service. As a result, disabling QoS increases the effective size of the output queues, though the amount of this increase varies by switch. As shown in Figure 3(a), disabling QoS support on the Procurve environment does not significantly change throughput – it still collapses above 8 servers. This suggests that the switch does not allocate much additional buffer space when disabling QoS support. In contrast, Figure 3(b) shows that disabling QoS support on the Force10 S50 significantly delays the onset of *Incast*, though *Incast* does eventually manifest. However, the E1200 environment, which has a large amount of per-port buffer space on the switch, does not exhibit *Incast* with as many as 87 servers. This result strongly suggests that switch buffer sizes play an important role in mitigating *Incast*. We evaluate the effect of buffer sizes on throughput collapse in Section 4.3.

4.2 Validation and Analysis in Simulation

To determine how general a problem *Incast* is for cluster-based storage over TCP/IP/Ethernet, we also reproduce *Incast* in the ns-2 network simulator. Figure 4 shows *Incast* in simulation with an order of magnitude collapse at 8 servers and beyond, and these results closely match those from the Procurve environment. The differences between the results, including the difference in behavior below 3 servers, have a few possible causes. First, simulated source nodes serve data as rapidly as the network can handle, while real systems are often slightly slower. We attribute the worse performance of the real system between 1-3 servers to these differences. Also, simulation does not model Ethernet switching behavior, which may introduce small timing and performance differences.

Despite these differences, the simulation validates our real world measurements, showing that *Incast* occurs in approximately the same manner for both real world system measurements and simulation.

An analysis of the TCP traces obtained from simulation reveals that TCP retransmission timeouts are the primary cause of *Incast* (Figure 5). When goodput degrades, most servers still send their *SRU* goodput could also be degraded by a large number of packet retransmissions that waste network capacity. We find, however, that retransmitted packets make up only about 2% of all transmissions. This overhead is not significant when compared to the penalty of a retransmission timeout.
Why do timeouts occur? Reading blocks of data results in simultaneous transmission of packets from servers. Because the buffer space associated with the output port of the switch is limited, these simultaneous transmissions can overload the buffer resulting in losses. TCP recovers from losses by retransmitting packets that it has detected as being lost. This loss detection is either data-driven or is based on a timeout for a packet at the sender.

A TCP sender assigns sequence numbers to transmitted packets and expects TCP acknowledgements (ACKs) for individual packets from the receiver. The TCP receiver acknowledges the last packet it received in-order. Out-of-order packets generate duplicate ACKs for the last packet received in-order. Receiving multiple duplicate ACKs for a packet is an indication of a loss – this is data-driven loss detection. Timeouts are used as a fallback option in the absence of enough feedback, and are typically an indication of severe congestion.

In Figure 3(a), we see an initial drop from 900Mbps to 500Mbps between 3-5 servers on the Procurve. Analysis of TCP logs reveal that this drop in throughput is caused by the delayed ACK mechanism [5]. In the delayed ACK specification, an acknowledgement should be generated for at least every second packet and must be generated within 200ms of the arrival of the first unacknowledged packet. Most TCP implementations wait only 40ms before generating this ACK. This 40ms delay causes a “mini-timeout”, leading to underutilized link capacity similar to a normal timeout. However, normal timeouts are responsible for the order of magnitude collapse seen beyond 5 servers in Incast. We explore TCP-level solutions to avoid timeouts and to reduce the penalty of timeouts in detail in Section 5.

4.3 Reducing Losses: Larger Switch Buffers

Since timeouts are the primary cause of Incast, we try to prevent the root cause of timeouts – packet losses – to mitigate Incast by increasing the buffer space allocated per port on switches. Section 4.1 hinted at the fact that a larger buffer size on switches delays the onset of Incast. Figure 6 shows that doubling the size of the switch’s output port buffer in simulation doubles the number of servers that can transmit before the system experiences Incast.

With a large enough buffer space, Incast can be avoided for a certain number of servers, as shown by the 1024KB buffer line in Figure 6. This is corroborated by the fact that we were unable to ob-
serve **Incast** with 87 servers on the Force10 E1200 switch, which has very large buffers. But Figure 6 shows that for a 1024KB buffer, 64 servers only utilize about 65% of the client’s link bandwidth, and **doubling** the number of servers only improves goodput to 800Mbps.

Unfortunately, switches with larger buffers tend to cost more (the E1200 switch costs over $500,000 USD), forcing system designers to choose between overprovisioning, future scalability, and hardware budgets. This suggests that a more cost-effective solution is needed to address the problem of **Incast**-caused timeouts.

Figure 6: Effect of varying switch buffer size: doubling the size of the switch’s output port buffer doubles the number of servers that can be supported before the system experiences **Incast**.

### 4.4 Reducing Idle Link Time by Increasing **SRU** Size

Figure 7 illustrates that increasing the **SRU** size improves the overall goodput. With 64 servers, the 1000KB **SRU** size run is two orders of magnitude faster than the 10KB **SRU** size run. Figure 8 shows that real switches, in this case the Force10 S50, behave similarly.

TCP performs well in settings without synchronized reads, which can be modeled by an infinite **SRU** size. The simple TCP throughput tests in `netperf` do not exhibit **Incast** [24]. With larger **SRU** sizes, servers will use the spare link capacity made available by any stalled flow waiting for a timeout event; this effectively reduces the ratio of timeout

Figure 7: Effect of varying **SRU** size: for a given number of servers, a larger **SRU** improves goodput.

Figure 8: Effect of varying **SRU** size for Force10 S50 with QoS support enabled.
Finding | Location
--- | ---
Incast is caused by too-small switch output buffers: increasing buffer size can alleviate the situation. | §4.3
TCP NewReno and SACK improve goodput considerably over TCP Reno, but do not prevent Incast. | §5.1.1
Improvements to TCP loss recovery using Limited Transmit or reducing the Duplicate ACK threshold do not help. | §5.1.2
Reducing the penalty of a timeout by lowering the minimum retransmission value can help significantly, but poses questions of safety and generality. | §5.2
Enabling Ethernet flow control is effective only in the very simplest setting, but not for more common multi-switched systems. | §6

Table 2: Summary of Major Results.

time to transfer time.

Unfortunately, an SRU size of 8 megabytes is quite impractical: most applications ask for data in small chunks, corresponding to an SRU size range of 1-64KB. For example, when requesting an 8MB chunk from the storage system, one would like to stripe this chunk across as many servers as needed to saturate the link. In addition, the larger the SRU size, the more prefetching the storage system has to commit to, which allocates pinned space in the client kernel memory, thus increasing memory pressure, a prime source of client kernel failures in a fast file system implementation [1].

5 TCP-level Solutions

Because TCP timeouts are the primary reason that Incast hurts throughput, we analyze TCP-level solutions designed to reduce both the number and penalty of timeouts. We perform this analysis using ns-2 simulations.

5.1 Avoiding Timeouts

In this section, we analyze three different approaches to avoiding timeouts by:

- Improving TCP’s resilience to common loss patterns by using alternate TCP implementations;
- Addressing the lack of sufficient data-driven feedback;
- Reducing the traffic injection rate of exponentially growing TCP windows during Slow Start [5].

Analysis Method - Performance and Timeout Categorization: For each approach, we ask two questions: 1) how much does the approach improve goodput and 2) if timeouts still occur, why? To answer the second question, we look at the number of Duplicate ACKs Received at the point when a flow experiences a Timeout (the DART count). The purpose of this analysis is to categorize the situations under which timeouts occur to understand whether the timeout could have been avoided.

There are three types of timeouts that cannot be avoided by most TCP implementations. The first occurs when an entire window of data is lost and there is no feedback available for TCP to use in recovery, leading to a DART value of zero. We categorize this kind of timeout as a Full Window Loss.

The second type occurs when the last packet of an SRU is dropped and there is no further data available in this block request for data-driven recovery. We categorize this type of timeout as a Last Packet Loss case. We find, however, that there are relatively few Last Packet Loss cases.

The last unavoidable timeout situation occurs when a retransmitted packet triggered by TCP’s loss recovery mechanism is also dropped. Since there is no way for the sender to know whether this retransmitted packet is dropped, the sender experiences a timeout before retransmitting the packet again. We categorize this unavoidable timeout as a Lost Retransmit. The DART count does not help in categorizing Lost Retransmit cases; we examine the TCP trace files to identify these situations.

5.1.1 Alternative TCP Implementations – Reno, NewReno, SACK

Many TCP variants help reduce expensive timeouts by using acknowledgements to more precisely identify packet losses [19, 5, 13, 22]. A well-documented
problem with the classic TCP Reno algorithm is that it recovers poorly from multiple losses in a window, leaving it susceptible to patterns of loss that cause a timeout [13]. For example, with a window size of six, Reno will always experience a timeout when the first two packets of the window are lost.

The most popular solutions to this problem are the improved retransmission algorithms in TCP NewReno [13] and the selective acknowledgements scheme in TCP SACK [22]. TCP NewReno, unlike Reno, does not exit fast recovery and fast retransmit when it receives a partial ACK (an indication of another loss in the original window), but instead immediately transmits the next packet indicated by the partial ACK. TCP SACK uses a selective acknowledgement scheme to indicate the specific packets in a window that need to be resent [12].

Figure 9 shows that both TCP NewReno and TCP SACK outperform TCP Reno. The patterns of packet loss from which TCP Reno suffers are indeed observed in this scenario. Note that TCP NewReno offers up to an order of magnitude better performance compared to TCP Reno in this example. Unfortunately, none of the TCP implementations can eliminate the large penalty to goodput caused by Incast.

Figure 11(a) and (b) shows the DART distribution for TCP Reno and NewReno, while Table 3 shows the categorization of timeout events. The total number of timeouts per data block is much lower for NewReno, partially explaining the goodput improvement over Reno. While most timeouts can be categorized as Full Window Loss cases or Lost Retransmit cases, there are still 78 timeouts that do not fall into these cases: they occur when the flows obtain some, but not enough feedback to trigger data-driven loss recovery. We next examine two schemes designed to improve these remaining cases.

5.1.2 Addressing the Lack of Sufficient Feedback – Limited Transmit and Reduced Duplicate ACK Threshold

When a flow has a small window or when a sufficiently large number of packets in a large window are lost, Limited Transmit [4] attempts to ensure that enough packets are sent to trigger the 3 duplicate acks necessary to enter fast retransmit and fast recovery. Alternatively we can reduce the duplicate ACK threshold ($da_{thresh}$) from 3 to 1 to automatically trigger fast retransmit and fast recovery upon receiving any duplicate acknowledgement.

Figure 10 illustrates that neither of these mechanisms provide any throughput benefit over TCP NewReno. We plot the DART distribution for setting $da_{thresh}=1$ in Figure 11(c). The reduced retransmit variant successfully eliminates timeouts when only 1 or 2 duplicate ACKs were received. Unfortunately, this improvement does not increase goodput because each data block transfer still experiences at least one timeout. These remaining timeouts are mostly due to full window losses or lost retransmissions, which none of the TCP variants we study can eliminate.

---

4 We are currently investigating why NewReno outperforms SACK.
Figure 11: Distribution of Duplicate Acknowledgements Received at a Timeout (DART) recorded for a 20s run with 16 servers, 64 packet switch buffer, 256KBytes SRU size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reno (Fig. 11(a))</th>
<th>NewReno (Fig. 11(b))</th>
<th>NewReno + dup1 (Fig. 11(c))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of timeout events</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of full window losses</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># lost retransmits</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># lost retransmits when $DART \geq d_{a\text{thresh}}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># lost retransmits when $DART &lt; d_{a\text{thresh}}$</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># last packets dropped</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of data blocks</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Table categorizing timeout events under different TCP scenarios (corresponding to Figure 11)

5.1.3 Disabling TCP Slow Start

Finally, we disable TCP Slow Start to prevent network congestion produced by flows exponentially increasing window sizes to discover link capacity following a timeout (or the beginning of a TCP transfer). Figure 10 shows that forcing TCP flows to discover link capacity using only additive increase does not alleviate the situation. We leave an analysis of even more conservative congestion control algorithms for future work.

5.2 Reducing the Penalty of Timeouts

Because many of the TCP timeouts seem unavoidable (e.g. Full Window Loss, Lost Retransmit), here we examine instead reducing the time spent waiting for a timeout. While this approach can significantly improve goodput, this solution should be viewed with caution because it also increases the risk of premature timeouts, particularly in the wide-area [6]. We discuss the consequences of this effect below.

The penalty of a timeout, or the amount of time a flow waits before retransmitting a lost packet without the “fast retransmit” mechanism provided by three duplicate acks, is the retransmission timeout ($RTO$). Estimating the $RTO$ value trades timely response to losses for premature timeouts. A premature timeout has two negative effects: 1) it leads to a spurious retransmission; and 2) with every timeout, TCP reduces its slow start threshold ($ssthresh$) value by half and enters Slow Start even though no packets were lost. Since there is no congestion, TCP thus would underestimate the link capacity and throughput would suffer. TCP has a conservative minimum $RTO$ ($RTO_{min}$) value to guard against spurious retransmissions [27, 19].

Popular TCP implementations use an $RTO_{min}$ value of 200ms [29]. Unfortunately, this value is orders of magnitude greater than the round-trip times in SAN settings, which are typically around 100µseconds for existing 1Gbps Ethernet SANs, and 10µseconds for Infiniband and 10Gbps Ethernet. This large $RTO_{min}$ imposes a huge throughput penalty because the transfer time for each data block is significantly smaller than $RTO_{min}$.

Figure 12 shows that reducing $RTO_{min}$ from 200ms to 200µs improves goodput by an order of magnitude for between 8 to 32 servers. In general,
Goodput (Mbps)
Number of Servers
Comparison of Reno and Reno with reduced RTOmin
(SRU = varying, buffer = 64KB)
reno 10K
reno 256K
reno 1000K
reno_rto 10K
reno_rto 256K
reno_rto 1000K
(a) Varying SRU sizes
TCP Implementation Comparison (with reduced RTOmin)
(SRU = 256K, buf = 64KB)
reno
newreno
reno_rto
newreno_rto
(b) Different TCP implementations

Figure 12: A lower RTO value ($RTO_{min} = 200\mu s$) in simulation improves goodput by an order of magnitude for both Reno and NewReno. $rto$ represents runs with a modified $RTO_{min}$ value.

for any given SRU size, reducing $RTO_{min}$ results in an order of magnitude improvement in goodput using TCP Reno (Figure 12(a)). Figure 12(b) shows that even with an aggressive $RTO_{min}$ value of 200$\mu$s, TCP NewReno still observes a 30% decrease in goodput for 64 servers.

Unfortunately, setting $RTO_{min}$ to such a small value poses significant implementation challenges and raises questions of safety and generality.

Implementation Problems: Reducing $RTO_{min}$ to 200$\mu$s requires a TCP clock granularity of 100$\mu$s, according the standard RTO estimation algorithm [27, 19]. BSD TCP and Linux TCP implementations are currently unable to provide this fine-grained timer. BSD implementations expect the OS to provide two coarse-grained “heartbeat” software interrupts every 200ms and 500ms, which are used to handle internal per-connection timers [7]; Linux TCP uses a TCP clock granularity of 10ms. A TCP timer in microseconds needs either hardware support that does not exist or efficient software timers [8] that are not available on most operating systems.

Safety and Generality: Even if sufficiently fine-grained TCP timers were supported, reducing the $RTO_{min}$ value can be harmful, especially in situations where the servers communicate with clients in the wide-area. Allman et. al. [6] note that $RTO_{min}$ can be used for trading “timely response with premature timeouts” but there is no optimal balance between the two in current TCP implementations; a very low $RTO_{min}$ value increases premature timeouts. Earlier studies of RTO estimation in similar high-bandwidth, low-latency ATM networks also show that very low $RTO_{min}$ values result in spurious retransmissions [28] because variation in the round-trip-times in the wide-area clash with the standard RTO estimator’s short RTT memory.

6 Ethernet Flow Control

Some Ethernet switches provide a per-hop mechanism for flow control that operates independently of TCP’s flow control algorithm. When a switch that supports Ethernet Flow Control (EFC) is overloaded with data, it may send a “pause” frame to the port sending data to the congested buffer, informing all devices connected to that port to stop sending or forwarding data for a designated period of time. During this period, the overloaded port can reduce the pressure on its queues.

We find that EFC is effective in the simplest configuration (i.e. all clients and servers connected to one switch), but does not work well with more than one switch, has adverse effects on other flows in all configurations, and is inconsistently implemented across different switches.

We measured the effect of enabling Ethernet flow control on a single HP Procurve 2848 switch, where one client and multiple servers were directly connected to the switch. Figure 13 shows that Ethernet flow control can significantly improve performance.
Unfortunately, TCP goodput remains highly variable and is lower than it would be without Incast.

Despite its potential benefits, our simple network topology and workload hide adverse side effects that surface when Ethernet flow control is used on larger multi-switch networks with many more clients and active TCP flows. For many of these reasons, most switch vendors and network operators keep flow control inactive.

The most significant problem is head-of-line blocking, which occurs when a pause frame originating from one congested port stops several other flows from communicating simultaneously. The effects of head-of-line blocking can be particularly severe in heterogeneous bandwidth settings where one slow link can cause other faster links to be underutilized. In other words, pause frames pause all traffic entering a port, regardless of whether that traffic is causing congestion.

In large part because of the complexities of head-of-line blocking, many switch vendors disable inter-switch flow control, and the particular interactions of multiple switches is not standardized. For instance, in order to provide link aggregation between two HP Procurve 2848 switches, our system was configured with a virtual interface for the trunk over which the switch could not enable flow control.

7 Related Work

Providing storage via a collection of storage servers networked using commodity TCP/IP/Ethernet components is an increasingly popular approach. The Incast problem studied in depth in this paper has been noted by several researchers (e.g., [15, 17, 25, 24]) in developing this approach.

Nagle et al. [25] briefly discussed the switch buffer overruns caused by clients reading striped data in a synchronized many-to-one traffic pattern. Upgrading to better switches with larger buffer sizes was one solution used by these researchers. They also mentioned the possibility of using link-level flow control, but focus on its difficulty handling non-trivial switch topologies effectively without understanding the higher level notion of striping.

In later work, Nagle et al. [24] again report on the effects of Incast on scalable cluster-based file storage performance. Specifically they report on experiments with a real product-quality system where a single client reads a file sequentially using an 8MB synchronization block size striped across multiple storage servers. As the number of storage servers is increased, keeping all other variables of the network constant, the authors observe a linear scaling of storage bandwidth for up to 7 storage servers, a steady plateau until around 14 servers, and then a rapid dropoff. The primary cause of this performance collapse is attributed to multiple senders overwhelming the buffer size of the network switch. This prior work also observed that the Incast problem does not appear when a streaming network benchmark like netperf is run. The main reason for the performance collapse is therefore identified to be the synchronized and coordinated reads in the SAN environment. Nagle et al. also discuss modest performance gains introduced by using SACK and reducing the TCP retransmission timeouts. Although this last point is not quantified, the paper observes that problems of degraded performance still persist with these changes.

Our work builds upon these papers by analyzing and explaining why Incast causes the problems observed and quantifying the effects of various TCP- and Ethernet-level modifications.

The Incast problem studied here represents a specific form of network congestion. Early work on congestion control in the wide-area by Van Jacobson addressed the TCP congestion collapse of the Internet around 1985 [19]. Adopted as the basis of TCP congestion control, the idea was to provide a method for
a connection to discover and dynamically adjust to the available end-to-end bandwidth and send at that rate. Chiu and Jain [11] describe why the window mechanism of “additive increase / multiplicative decrease” achieves fairness and stability.

Unfortunately, TCP’s congestion control and avoidance algorithms are not directly applicable to all settings. For example, they are known to struggle with wireless settings, where packet losses may not be due to congestion, and with high-latency, high-bandwidth network settings [20]. The incast problem is another example, as explained in this paper.

The performance and fairness of TCP when many flows share the same bottleneck was studied by Morris [23]. As the number of TCP flows through a bottleneck increases to the point when there are more flows than packets in the bandwidth-delay product, there is an increasingly high loss rate and variation of unfair bandwidth allocation across flows. This paper applies some of Morris’s methods and analysis techniques to the synchronized read scenario that causes Incast.

8 Conclusion

TCP Incast occurs when a client simultaneously receives a short burst of data from multiple sources, overloading the switch buffers associated with its network link such that all original packets from some sources are dropped. When this occurs, the client receives no data packets from those sources and so sends no acknowledgement packets, requiring the sources to timeout and then retransmit. Often, the result is an order of magnitude decrease in goodput.

Unfortunately, this traffic pattern is very common for the growing class of cluster-based storage systems. When data is striped across multiple storage nodes, each client read creates this pattern and large sequential reads create it repeatedly (once for each full stripe).

Whether or not TCP Incast will cause goodput collapse in a system depends on details of the TCP implementation, network switch (esp. buffer sizes), and system configuration (e.g., the number of servers over which data is striped). Unfortunately, avoiding collapse often requires limiting striping to a small number of servers. Techniques such as very short timeouts and link-level flow control can mitigate the effects of TCP Incast in some circumstances, but have their own drawbacks. No existing solution is entirely satisfactory, and additional research is needed to find new solutions by building on the understanding provided by this paper.
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